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senger, who stood before him, would be companying bills so imposingly intro
MISCELLANEOUS.
guilty, and he wept. Haza-el asked, duced, will prove to have been but as llLBERTi^WHOR^
4 why weepeth my lord V The prophet 44 sounding brass and tinkling cymbals 1”
PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY MORNING, BY
When on a visit, a few years since, in
then
recounted to him the murders and Yo<s, Mr. Van Buren, who now, as a Maine, I made several excursions on the
JAMES K. REMICH.
the cruelties of which he should be guil member of the committee on Executive borders of the Kennebec, and saw, for the
Officeon the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House.
ty towards the children of Israel.
Ha- patronage, report a bill requiring rea first time, a number of shrubs, some of whice
TE RMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
zael, in the spirit of virtuous indigna sons to be assigned for removing an In appeared to me worth the trouble of trans
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
tion, replied : 4 Is thy servant a dog, that cumbent from office, will be made Sec planting. Amongst others I brought home
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
he should do this thing V
And Elisha retary of State, and in due time Presi with me plants of th? one known there as '
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
answered, 4 The Lord hath shown me dent, but, from the moment you, obtain the hazle-nut, and very closely resembling
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
that thou shalt be King over Syria.’ power, you will forget your bill, and not the very common shrub known here by the
Mr. Randolph.
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
This man afterwards became King by only violate but refuse to be governed by same name. I can see no difference in the
This
seems
to
be
ai^appropriate
time
charged for its insertion.
to compare the precepts and practice of the murder of his master, and was guilty its principles. You, Mr. Dickerson, al two except in the fruit, where it is obviousGb
Mr. Randolph, too, who said he “ was for of enormities, the bare recital of which so a member of that committee, will be enough. I succeeded in collecting about
SPEECH OF MR. BOND, OF OHIO,
made Secretary of the Navy ; but the thirty nuts from my plants the second year
Upon the resolution to correct the abuses in the looking at the practices, and not the pre would make us shudder.”
How true, and, alas I how applicable is Department will be so mismanaged un after transplanting, and exhibited them at
Public Expenditures, and to separate the cepts, of the parson, political or reli
Government from the Press.
Delivered in gious.” In that same debate, Mr. Ran this sacred illustration to those who in der your direction, that it will be truly the Horticultural Society3s room. They
the House of Representatives, April, 1838.
dolph said he “ could not permit any mo voked its use in elevating themselves to said of you on the floor of Congress, were referred to a committee, who reported
“ there is none so poor as to do him that they 44 appeared to resemble the Euro
tive connected with the division of the power.
[concluded .]
Suppose, Mr. Speaker, that some in reverence.” You, Mr. Woodbury, will pean filbert.” Mr. Nuttal entertained no
General Jackson's Recommendations of Re spoil, to mingle with-” his exertions. He
would not, he said, give up his constitu spired Elisha had been present when you take first the Navy and then the Treas doubt but they were the same. In fact,
form.
Was the recommendation in General ents and the pleasures of his home, “ for and Mr. Buchanan, with others, engaged ury Department, and, under your super some filberts from the shops were shown
Jackson’s inaugural address one of those a clerkship in the War Office, or a for in the debate which has been referred vision, an attempt to humbug the People with (hem, and no one could point out any
“ lofty generalities” just spoken of, and eign mission ; or even for a Department to, and, moved by the sympathetic tear with the promise of an exclusive hard difference. I have now increased my plants
defined by Mr. Randolph 1 The 44 Unit of State.” He said, “ there had been of the prophet, you had asked, 44 Why money currency will result in the banish and in the autumn hope to send you a pound
Cabinet” must have lost the art of read an improvement in the plan of sending weepeth my lord ?” how would you have ment of all specie, a bankrupt Treasury, or two of the nuts, in the hope that you will
ing, otherwise 44 reform” was not quite ministers abroad, and bringingthemback, been astonished in being then told what and a circulation of shinplasters and shew them to your numerous visitors, and
so 44 legibly inscribed” as the General when they had finished their business; the People of this country have since Treasury notes.
perhaps aid in the cultivation of what seems
Imagine, then, Mr. Speaker, such a to me a valuable auxiliary to our dessert
imagined. * That patronage of the feder for,” said he, “ they are now sent abroad realized !
al Government which was said to be on sleeveless errands, that they may come
Imagine, sir, the inspired one looking response to have been made at the period fruits.
brought into conflict with the freedom of back re-infecta, to pocket their emolu through the vista of a few brief years and of time which I have suggested. What
Another fruit which I occasionally see in
State5elections has greatly increased, and ments.” Mr. Speaker, the Greeks and saying, You will be placed in power, would have been your reply, and what our market should find a place in the gar
is still unrestrained in the same conflict. Romans both held it to be a highly use but will greatly increase the amount of would Mr. Buchanan, who made this dens. It is the white huckleberry, or whor
The gentleman from Tennessee (Mr. ful, but exceedingly difficult, matter to all public expenditures. You will use scriptural allusion, have said ? Methinks tleberry. Il bears the same relation to the
Bell) has for years labored to bring this know one’s self. Modern history, and the offices and patronage of the country I almost see and hear him exclaim, 4 Is black, as the white currant does to the red,
House to the consideration of a bill to our own times, add new force to the truth for private and not for public good. You thy servant a dog that he should do this and like that, is, no doubt, an accidental va
secure the freedom of elections, and thus of that position. I do not at all ques will create offices for favorites. You thing I’
riety. It is transparent, and being free
We are told that, notwithstanding the from the color which stains so badly in the
carry into effect the recommendation of tion the perfect sincerity of Mr. Ran will enlarge all Executive power.
You
General Jackson’s inaugural address. dolph, when he uttered the sentiments ; will deny the right to call for reasons on indignation of Hazael, he reached the black, is a most desirable fruit for puddings
Able as that gentleman is, and untiring but great as he may have been, and skil a removal from office, and in a few years throne of Syria by murdering the king or the table. Plants enough may be found
as he has been in his efforts, the measure ful as he professed to be, and, no doubt, will remove more than 15(H) persons his master, and soon committed all the in the western pan of Middlesex county.
proposed by him has received the frowns was, in the motives of human action, after from office for opinion’s sake 1 You enormities foretold by the prophet !
Horticultural Magazine.
Sir, I fear that, in despite of the pro
instead of the favor of the Administration. events proved how little he knew of him will derange and corrupt the Post Office
Flowers in Pots.—Prepared mould ought
He and the venerable Senator from the self. Sir, we soon found Mr. Randolph Department, which you now admit to be testations of Amos Kendall, the promised
same State (Mr. White) were the early giving up his constituents, and leaving sound, and you will not reform any of 4 reform’ was 4 an empty sound,’ 4 intend to be used with caution, as it often cherishes
and devoted friends of General Jackson, all the boasted endearments of his dis your designated abuses in the other De ed to apply merely to change of men.’ the growth of a small white maggot,
and they still desire to carry into practi trict, for a foreign mission to Russia, partments. You will appoint more But I leave it for the House and for the which in spring time generates in the root
cal effect the principles which they, with where, so far as any public advantage members of Congress to office in four People of this country to judge whether and does a great deal of mischief to plants.
General Jackson, professed to be govern resulted from it, he emphatically went on years than has been done in all the past their confidence has not been betrayed When they droop, to resift the mould has of
ten been attended with success ; should it
ed by. They feel and know the immi a “ sleeveless errand,” an* came back history of the Government. Your bill and their hopes disappointed.
be cold and heavy, the addition of a little
nent danger which threatens the country, re-infecta, to pocket his emoluments !” for the abolition of the power and pat
in Maine.—Major Graham, common fine sand will make very light and
in the increased strength of the patron Indeed, this mission to Russia seems to ronage over the Press will sleep the of Fortifications
the U. S. Engineer department, Sett this
age of office. They see, and we all see, have been specially dedicated by 44 the sleep of death. You will retain 44 the city on Friday last for Houlton and the St. wholesome soil. The above is a necessary
that the office-holders are 44 abroad in party” to short terms of six and twelve press, the post office, the armed force, Croix river, with instruments to make a sci admixture for the genus Cactus.
the land.” For a description of this months, for the advantage of some of the and the appointing power in the hands entific survey of the posts selected in that
"Newspapers vs. Drink.—“ I positively
growing phalanx and its powerful incen “ enlisted soldiers” described by Mr. of the President, and will not suffer part of the State by General Wool. We un
tives to action, I will draw on high au Buchanan. In this way, the cost of that them to change position and take post derstand that the result ol Gen. Wool’s exam never knew a man in the country who was
thority. A member of the Senate, (Mr. mission has been inordinately increased ; on the side of the People.” You now ination in this State, will be the recommend too poor to take a newspaper. Yet two
of the establishment of an arsenal at Ban out of three, even respectable people, read
Grundy,) a zealous friend of General and it is high time that this drain on the censure a small appropriation to pur ing
gor ; the erection of a fortification at Bucks
Jackson, the evidence of which has been public Treasury for private benefit chase some additional furniture for the port narrows, on the Penobscot river ; and a no papers but what they borrow. As I
President’s house, but you will furnish fortification at the mouth of the Kennebec ; speak generally, 1 hope I offend none.—If
already given in his own words, held this should be checked.
that house in luxurious style for Gen. —the establishment of a military post at I do, the greater the necessity to speak out.
language, when aiming to pull down the
Dutee J. Pearce—Change of front.
old Administration : 44 When I see (said
Mr. Bond said it was not to be disguis Jackson, who will be succeeded by Mr. Moose river, on the Canada road ; and an ad —Every man is able conveniently to take
How many who think
he) an office-holder interfering in elec ed that many of the politicians who en Van Buren ; and he, not content with vanced post on the Highlands near the line ; a newspaper.
—the establishment of a military post at Cal themselves too poor to take a newspaper,
tions, it has occurred to me that he was gaged in the debate and strife of the the second-hand furniture of his prede ais
; and a post of observation in the town of
thinking of his salary, and is, therefore, times to which he had alluded, had been cessor, will cast it off and make his en Weston, on the Calais and Houlton road, near pay four times as much daily for drink 1
an unfit adviser of the People.”
surprised, if not disappointed, by events try into that edifice, with one appropria the Schoodic lake ;and another post of obser Miserable man, thou art poor indeed 1”
Benjamin Franklin.
which soon followed. A singular ex tion of $7,300 for alterations of the vation in the town of Amity.
JWr. Buchanan.
house
and
superintendence
of
the
We learn, also, that Gen. Wool speaks in
Mr. Speaker, that which occurred to change of position has taken place be
Dreadful Superstition.—The
Rev.
Air. Grundy no doubt often occurred to tween two of these gentlemen. When grounds, and another appropriation of the highest terms of praise of the country on Richard Knill, the zealous agent of the
the
route
of
his
examination,
and
particular

$20,000
for
new
furniture
;
and
this,
too,
the
retrenchment
resolution
was
discuss

you at the same period. The proposi
of the region of Moose Head Lake ; and London Missionary Society, at a meeting at
tion is a very natural one, and I think ed, a friend of the then Administration, in the very year when your public trea ly
predicts
that the time is not far distant when Leeds last month, gave a thrilling and
that recent events have strengthened Mr. Pearce, of Rhode Island, took sury will be bankrupt. You will in Maine will stand foremost among the Slates dreadful account of a superstition which has
crease
the
expenses
of
foreign
missions
ground,
not
in
terms,
but
somewhat
sim

rather than impaired its truth. But I
in the Union, in point of wealth and popula lately been discovered to prevail in a part
beg the further indulgence of the House ilar to that now avowed and practised by and suffer your ministers to return home tion.
of the Madras presidency, India, where the
It would seem, at last, that the time is ap
while I read what another distinguished the dominant party, 44 that the spoils be on such brief service as will show their
farmers are in the habit of fattening and
appointments
to
have
been
made
for
in

proaching,
when
under
the
friendly
auspices
friend of General Jackson said, when de long to the victors.” Mr. Wickliffe, a
killing boys, and cutting their flesh from
of
a
vigorous
State-policy,
M
aine
is
begin

dividual
gain
rather
4han
public
good.
bating the subject of retrenchment and Jackson reformer, denied and condemn
their bones whilst they are yet alive, and
ning
to
awaken
to
the
true
sense
of
her
great
reform on this floor. I allude to Mr. ed such a right. He was appointed a You will increase the contingent expen and natural resources. Give her the fortifica sending a piece of their flesh to each of
Buchanan, now a Senator from Pennsyl member of the retrenchment and reform ses of this House from $80,000, the pres tions and military posts which belong to her their fields, or plantations, that the blood
vania, and, with his continued and grow committee, and, after Gen. Jackson ent annual amount, to $210,000. You frontier ; give us good roads and canals into may be squeezed out of it on the soil before
ing devotion to the party, what he said came into power, Mr. Wickliffe zealous will add to the like expenses of the Sen our broad and fertile interior ; and above all, the child dies ; this being done with the
will certainly be considered 44 orthodox.” ly endeavored to carry out the promised ate and to all other public expenditures give us a little of the spirit and enterprise of view of making the soil more fertile !
I find, by that debate, that he said it was reform ; but not finding the co-operation in the same ratio ; and the sum total for some of our sister States, and “ Dirigo" Twenty-five boys, amongst the finest that
he had expected, he abjured 44 the party.” the whole civil list and ordinary appro would no longer be an unmeaning motto could be found, were discovered by the
well known
upon her coat of arms.—Bangor Whig.
“ That when a man is once appointed to About this time, it happened that the re priations of the Government, which is
British soldiery in one place, under the care
now
$12,163,438,
will
be
increased
from
formers
avowed
the
doctrine
44
that
the
office, all the selfish passions of his natureare
of the priests, fattening .for slaughter; and
Sixteen
Canadian
State
prisoners
sentenced
time
to
time
under
your
boasted
reform,
enlisted for the purpose of retaining it.
The spoils belong to the victors,” and Mr.
in another place fifteen were found ! They
office holders (said he) are the enlisted soldiers Pearce enlisted under their banner.
until it shall exceed thirty millions per to death.—The New York Com. Advertiser of were of course rescued, and put under the
Friday
contains
a
long
letter
from
Toronto,
of that Administration by which they are sus
Enormous abuses of power under tory Admin year ?
dated Aug. 6, giving the particulars of the care of the collector ; and it was believed
tained. Their comfortable existence often
You now question the right of a De trial and conviction of sixteen persons for the missionaries would take charge of the
istrations.
depends upon the re-election of their patron.
Sir, has not the country been disap partment to purchase a print or likeness High Treason, and the passing of sentence of poor infants and bring them up in the Chris
Nor does disappointment long rankle in the
Four of the prisoners tian religion.
hearts of the disappointed. Hope is still left pointed ? Have not the people been de of the immortal Washington, but will Death upon them.
to them ; and bearing disappointment with ceived and allured by specious and vain decorate every room in all the Depart were Americans and the remainder British
patience they know will present a new claim promises. Has not the Federal Execu ments with portraits of Martin Van Bu subjects.
Irish Humor.—A few days ago, one of
After the usual ceremonies, sentence was
to office at a future time.”
tive patronage inordinately increased, ren. You will, by means of the 44 office passed,
that the prisoners be hanged, and the Irish laborers on the railway was very
This passage of Mr. Buchanan’s speech and is it not still unrestrained ? Is not holders,” the 44 enlisted soldiers,” as you their bodies quartered, on the 25th August. severely hurt by a fail of earth. However
proves him to have been an observer of the power over it abused and perverted ? have just called them, bring the patron “It was a scene (says the letter writer) I he complained not, but desired he might
men and things, and familiar with the Do not the expenses of our General Gov age of the General Government into pray 1 may never again be called to look up have a whift of tobacco. He was then laid
leading principles of human action. He ernment far transcend in amount all our conflict with the freedom of elections, on—-sixteen fellow beings whom an earthly on a board, and hoisted on four men’s
dreaded the consequences of the selfish past history ? Why are these things so, and you will resist the bill that shall be judge had limited to a life of three weeks I and shoulders for the purpose of being convey
men in the prime of life, many of them
spirit of the office holder, and induced and why has not this 44 plague been stay brought in to secure the freedom of those these
with the blood of youth coursing in their ed to the infirmary. Upon moving, 44 Arelections.
You,
Mr.
Randolph,
will
go
ed,
”
Mr.
Speaker,
according
to
your
the country to believe that Gen. Jackson
veins—their average age, I think, js not more" rah, by Jasus,” he exclaimed, with all the
and his friends would provide a suitable plighted faith ? I will tell you why, sir, upon what you now call a 44 sleeveless than twenty-five.”
characteristic humor of his country, 44 Lit
restraint upon it. But I fear, sir, the but I prefer doing so in the language and errand,” and, after saluting the Empe
tle did I expect to live to see my own funer
ror
of
Russia,
will
make
a
pleasant
so

illustration
of
one
of
your
own
friends,
Execution.—Morreau, the leader ©f the al.”
People will be left to conclude that this
gentleman is one of those “ political par Mr. Buchanan, of the Senate, to whom journ in 44 old England,” and return to Short Hills insurgents, was executed pursu
sons” described by Mr. Randolph, whose I have before referred. In his speech your estate in Virginia. You, Mr. Bu ant to sentence, as we understand, at Niagara,
A worthy old clergyman of our acquaint
“ practices” do not correspond with his here to which I have already alluded, and chanan, will become 44 an office-holder U. C. three weeks since.
ance, one of the old school, of which few
precepts.” It is certain that, under when he was assaulting the (then) Ad and enlisted soldier,” go on the very
the favorite Administration of the gentle ministration, he thus exclaimed: 44 The mission to Russia which you are now
A fatal duel some short time since occur relics now remain, used to relate the follow
man and his friends, the office-holders very possession of power has a strong, a censuring, and will pocket the $18,000 red West between two Irish gentlemen, who ing with much glee. There was in his par
have received new life, instead of a check. natural tendency to corrupt the heart. for 44 a twelve-month and a day’s” ser disputed at table whether it was more gen ish one C. by trade a carpenter, who had
But I must yet point out another discrep The lust of dominion grows.with its pos vice. You, (to the gentleman from New teel to serve up new potatoes pealed or with acquired much credit for his ingenuity, and
no less for shrewdness and wit.
C. was
ancy between Mr. Buchanan’s profession session ; and the man who, in humble York,) Mr. Cambreleng, will oppose a their skins on.
one day hewing timber, when the clergy
and practice. In the same debate, he life, was pure, and innocent, and just, vote against the very measure which you
44 Mr. C. you have
reviewed, with censure, several of the has often been transformed, by the long now report and recommend, for redu Bedouins Arrived.—The real Simon Pures man accosted him.
foreign missions, that to Russia included ; possession of power, into a monster. In cing the pay of members, as a means of from Mount Atlas, Ali and bis companions, become quite famous for your ingenuity ; you
and particularly condemned any practice the sacred Book, which contains lessons shortening the session of Congress. who have made so much sensation in Eu have made almost every thing else, pray can
rope by their astounding performances, have you make me a devil
44 Very eathy,
allowing a minister to u return after one of wisdom for the politician as well as You, Mr. Stevenson, will be made Speak arrived
at this port in the packet ship St.
year’s absence.” His language is : 45 If for the Christian, we find a happy illus er of this House, and appoint its com James from London, and are to appear at the Mr. F.” replied the other, scanning the par
son carelessly, and raising his axe ; 44 jeth
such a practice should prevail, our minis tration of the corrupting iniiusnce of mittees, and dispense its rules, with the Park on Monday.—*Vew York Star.
put your foot on thith stick—you want the
ters, in violation of the spirit of the ex power upon the human heart. When promise of a foreign mission in your
isting law, will receive, by adding the Hazael came to consult Elisha whether pocket. You, Mr. Benton, will vote to
Hydrophobia.—Do not heal any wound leatht alterin of any man I know of.”
outfit to the salary, $18,000, instead of his master, the King of Syria, would re lay on the table the bill which you now from the bite of a dog, mad or not; keep it
44 The Johnny Cakef is the appropriate
$9,000, for one year’s service.” 44 I cover from a dangerous illness, the report to take the patronage of the press open three months—it is the healing of the
am,” said he, “ against the practice.” prophet, looking through the vista of fu from the Government, and your report wound that concentrates and confines the name of a new Graham paper just issued in
the city of notions.
This, Mr. Speaker, was his precept. But, turity, saw the crimes of which the mes- on Executive patronage, with its six ac- poison.—Portland Adv.
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sir, in a brief space of time, after con
demning and saying “ I am against the
practice,” we see him take the bounty,
and become one of the “ enlisted sol
diers” whom he had described, and go
on a foreign mission to Russia, where,
after staying “ a twelve-month and a
day,” he pockets the “ $18,000, instead
of $9,000, for a year’s service,” and
comes home !

^[administration of government, this recomo
' «n°t, came from the
ELECTIONS.
State of Virginia,—a State ever jealous of
SATURDAY, AUGUST 25, 1838.
power and hold in the assertion ofri-ht. The
North Carolina.—The returns from this
our oppo......
oil ay evening last, was one of the largest nents to excite prejudice <
article was adopted with other amendments,
on the part ofthe 8tate continue to come in well. The votes
WHIG NOMINATIONS.
and is now a pan of the Constitution, and is !o»naryPO“'
neet,ns8everheld in U”s¡P“”?aJ:'.s,
array one class of <»r Governor, in 34 counties, are, for’Dudl«
to array one class of l°r Governor. in 34 emintips nro
FOR GOVERNOR.
m these words—“ Congress shall make no
ChThman «On*er
t,w : in ,h®ir
"'f’"0”'
X^comSitV-. <WWg! S^9’4 ’ Bn,"ch <V< B‘> “.^-whig
law
abridging
the
freedom
of
speech,
or
the
EDWARD KEO.
Danikl REMtcu’lrom the Com
| aalcnlated as they are to destroy those kind • 8a"? Slnce I836’ 8’98<l- In 50 counties, 22
press ; or the right ofthe people peaceably to
REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS FOR YORK
Van Buren members ofthe
assemble, and to petition the Government for pointed at the lorn™ meelSe to “ a'’- flings and that sense of mmual dependence' wh,8s °nd
COUNTY.
a redress of grievances.”
Resoimmns,
fre9e
„
t
ed
the
i
»^dvil
State
Senate
and
49 whig and 45 Van Buren
NATHAN D. APPLETON, of Alfred.
I thought it not unsuitable to give this short
Resolved,
That
a
form
of
Government
!
n
’
ze
no
distinctions
save
those
ma'kedX
I
.
have
been chosen. In the
and
imperfect
history
of
this
article
that
you
SENATORS FOR YORK COUNTY.
might see and that my readers might see, how
hich secures to the citizen the enjoyment of different degrees of merit
each member aSl legislature, from the same counties, there
JAMES McARTHUR, of Limington.
this right was estimated, nearly fifty years and Xri^
of petition
community ucpviiuo
depends vii
on the
other,-^e
THOM A S C A R L E, of Hollis.
■uhImCh.; iu •
/
.
w.
pciuiuu j
uw ouier,
—uie were 19 whig and 20 Van Buren Senators ; and
since. Sacred as this is, in any view which c i of tnal by jury, freedom of conscience, i ^lcl1 certainly depend' T"±...T
upon the working
LOVE KEAY, of Berwick.
r,i"2|44, Whi8a'ld 5° Van Buren Representatives.
can be taken of it, it probably will not be de me privilege of electing his own rulers, and, I classes for the products of their industry, and I
COUNTY TREASURER.
nied that the circumstances under which it is ny consequence, of framing the laws under reason and experience teach us, that the !)
Illinois.—Eight counties give Edwards
Elder ANDREW HOBSON, of Buxton. guarded in the Constitution give, if possible, winch he li ves ; which imposes no restraints prosperity of one class is beneficial to all. As (whig) 3894 votes, for Governor, and Carlin
additional claim to the regard of all who are save those dictated by an enlightened chris- a party, composed of all classes and condi- I! (V. B.) 3457. The same counties, in 1836
tian morality and essentia] for the preserva- lions,
llons, we
CT?5’We bespeak for the following article, clothed with public authority.
we claim
claim no
no privileges
privileges which
which we
we do
do '
It is sometimes said this right of petition is tion of good order and of the general pros- not concede to ot.te^ no rights that" am noi I
from the Portland Advertiser, a careful peru
from that cit- enjoyed
nnwpr beyond that
Missouri.—In this state, at the recent eguaranteid by the Constitution.
This is true Jperity and happiness,
in common,
no I power
• i
7 demands
------- « »»'X.».* hjhv V.iv
«J» <7
1111JUIJ, UM
sal. It is a candid and very ably written ap of other rights that might be named, which '•
____ 11
*
lection, members of Congress were chosen
izen, in the exercise ©f his political privileges, ' Wnink
which the Constitution
and
Laws
confer
peal to Mr. Fairfield, in relation to one of his [ would have no existence without such gaur- nrnmot
. ......i.-j ?..
.•
___
.individual,
....
prompt action, as well as candid
investigation
I. ainte
a,ike on
every individual,
in addition to State officers. Complete reij
n
,
. That the officious intermeddling
votes in Congress, and the principle involved rantee_1 object to the use of this re- and untiring vigilance.
Resolved,
Resolved, That primary meetings, for the
mark
in
relation
to
the
right
of
petition,
ft
in that vote is one of the deepest interest to
i Government located Inffiis^town'/’de.^rveJ ^°”gres^ W’^
(V. B.)
presents a low and inadequate view of this discussion of questions of public policy, the
every American citizen. The right of peti subject ; nor is it true «¡liât we derive this right interchange of opinions in relation to the
; severe rebuke. If
]f the people are mere
umre wires ' 436 »~
;~^
Hams
mson
°n (V. B.)
B ) 2250,
2250> Miller (V. B.)
tion is among the most sacred and valuable from, or are dependent on the constitution for conduct of our rulers, and the consideration to he pulled at pleasure by the holders of< 2254.—Whig gain since 1836, between 700
‘
‘
....
of the many privileges secured to us by our its free exercise. It is prior too, and above of the claims of men and measures to our office, let us know it and no longer claim to land 800.
Reported majorities from five oth
Constitution, and when the people shall the Constitution.- Its limitation or control support, are not only proper and important, be freemen,-buf if the People rule, let their i
er counties are given, three of which show Rn
but are essential, in order that we may be
was never granted to any body of men. It
tamely submit to its abrogation, or abridg is an original inherent right of every man • enabled understandingly and harmoniously to servants ke.ep their places.
Resolved, That we claim the right to know aggregate whig majority of 280, and the
ment even, the day will have arrived when | essential’ underived,"andffie foundation prE ’ fulfil the obligations which our peculiar form
how the Government money is expended bv remaining two an aggregate V. B. major
rone of• the
• most •important safeguards
■
of our c--jpli e- <>F“ all other rights. The article I phave of Government devolves upon us.
its agents.
We make no charges—but we ity of 180.—2 whig Senators and 9 whig and
Resolved, That, as whigs, our motto
is.
from the Constitution, does not assume
liberty shall have been destroyed, and when
!roni
may
allowed
to
state one
In n
time
‘
13,
J be
—_-----lUOlnlCl
,||C fact.
ln
,ne 4 V. B. Representatives are elected, so far as
to be
Ba »
.E 4^
lt may more “ Principles not men.”
to
a
grant
of
the
right.
the hopes ofthe continued existence of our properly be“co.>s°idered a'puMc deotawi^We advocate those .Past« Government officers
retired
----------- » generally icured
irm tthe
l-in Ln.d,
_____
___ __ •. i
returns have been received.
great principles which form
basis of our
Government, as a free Government, may well a beacon,—to teach those in power the vitali- Constitution, and which are calculated to from office poor, or with a bare competen
cy,—now a few years enable the incum
(^^Considerable excitement has been pro
faller.
The resolution introduced by Mr.!
an<l value of the principle, and the base promote equality and freedom, and to afford bent to indulge in all the luxuries of life.
Patton, which required that all Petitions, &c ' U.ess
ldrn who with criminal temerity security in our persons, properly and pur
Resolved, That we hail the recent whig duced in Waldo Couhty, lately, by the pub
‘h° 'eaS' °‘ “3 suits ; and in selecting candidates for office, triumphs in every section of the Union with lication of an article in the Belfast Journal,
relating to Slavery “ Ibe *laid
'' upon the table, eld™.1''““"’6‘°
we look to the soundness of their political heartfelt gladness,—not as partisans, but as
without being debated, printed, read or refer
Now, sir, I have to charge you before the creed and their fitness for the stations allotted lovers of our Country—not because Men (V. B.) over the signature of “ J. Avery,” in
red,’ and without any “ further action what electors ofthe State of Maine with having vi them, as regards capacity, integrity and mor
have succeeded, but because principles have which Mr. George Thacher, Sheriff of Wal
ever” thereon, struck a blow against this im olated this right of petition. You have con al worth. We regard the officer as the ser successfully resisted corruption. In eighteen do, was charged with endeavoring to buy vo
portant feature in our Constitution, cal spired with others to abridge this right in the vant of the people, who should be ready at btatesin which elections have occurred with ters at two dollars a piece. It appears by the
case of 414,571 free citizens and spurned all times to render an account of his steward in the last twelve months, the aggregate whig
culated to excite alarm in the breast of every
j them from the House of Representatives. It ship, and whose claims to office depend en majority is one hundred ten thousand four han affidavit of this same Mr. J. Avery, published
one who is solicitous for the preservation of• is true, you did not formally refuse to re tirely upon his qualifications and faithful dled and eighty-eight, and the aggregate whig in the Waldo Patriot, that the article over his
that instrument unimpaired. We are not to ceive the petitions of these 414,571 petition ness ;—we rally, therefore, under the banner gain, compared with the vote at the electoral signature, in the Journal, was never written or
enquire whether we agree in sentiment with ers, but you adopted an expedient, which, of no man or party of men. The Constitu election in 1836, one hundred thirty thous authorised to be written by him, and he also
while it indicated less independence and tion
unimpaired,
the
Laws supreme and
'
and ninety eight. We have much to en testifies that he has worked two years with
the petitioners in this case, but we are bound
courage, betrayed equal disregard to your and adapted to the wants ofthe whole peo 'courage, nothing to depress.
to believe that they acted conscientiously, oath of office, and an equally criminal viola pie rather than the good of a party, are our
Resolved, That we feel a justifiable pride in Mr. T. and “ never knew or heard of his en
and that their petitions were respectful—they tion of the rights of a republican people. By watchwords :—these are the great ends, to the fact that this glorious Revolution com deavoring, directly or indirectly, improperly
had a right to present them and it was the a reference to the journal of the House of which party names and party measures must menced in Maine last September, and that to influence the votes of any person.” A
Representatives, it will be seen that your yield.
duty of the House to receive, read and refer
we are warranted, by assurances received
Resolved, That it is not only our privilege, from every part of our State, in saying that statement, signed by six individuals who have
name stands recorded among the YEAS, on
them. But this the House refused to do, the passage of the following resolution :
but our duty, candidly and carefully to ex at the approaching election, Maine will still been in the employ of Mr. T. and who are
Resolved, That ail petitions, memorials, amine into the conduct of our Rulers ;—to> be found on the side ofthe Constitution and friendly to the present national administration,
and Mr. Fairfield was among those who vot
ed in favor of the resolution !
It is alleged and papers, touching the abolition of slavery, disapprove and oppose such measures as we. the Laws, by a majority greatly increased is also published in the Patriot, in which thev
that Mr. Fairfield did not vote against re or the buying, selling, or transferring of slaves deem mimical to the general good, and to ad since last fall : and so far as the result de declare they never discovered the least dispo
in any state, district or territory ofthe United vocate and support such as will advance the pends upon us. each and every one here
ceiving the peth ions. True. But why could states, be laid upon the table, without being
purposes for which our Government was in pledges himself to perform his duty—and his sition in Mr. T. “ directly or indirectly, im
he not vote for such a proposition with as debated, printed, read or referred, and that no stituted.
whole duty.
properly to influence any person in their
Resolved, That a candid and careful exam
much propriety as for Mr. Patton’s resolu further action whatever be had thereon.”
right of suffrage.” We supposed, w hen the
Mr.
W
illiam
L
ord
,
from
the
Committee
Commentary may be spared. No remarks ination into the conduct of our National Ru
tion ? Why receive the petitions at all, if
of mine can add to the fearful import of this ilers for the last nine years, compels us, as appointed to select a candidate for Town charge in the Journal first attracted our atten
they were to be laid upon the table without one act of your public career. Nor is this lovers
of our country and its institutions, to Representative, reported that the Committee tion, that it would be proved false at once, and
1
being debated, read, printed or referred ? The one act to be offset by the general upright- disapprove
their measures and oppose the thought it advisable for the meeting to noin- iso, it seems, it has been. Mr. Thacher for
'
mate a candidate, by ballot ;
>
which upholds them. We complain
object ofthe petitioners was as much defeated, ness of your private life. The discharge of party
Whereupon, it was voted, that the Meeting merly resided in Saco, in this county, and
Because the pledges given by Gen. Jacktheir rights as much violated, by this resolu the common duties of society are not unfrequently observed by men of weak princi son and his friends, on his elevation to the proceed to Mot for a candidate for member for several years held the office of Register of
tion, as they would have been if the House ples and questionable integrity.
ofthe State Legislature, fa accordance with Probate, and the character which he sus
It seems “residency, have not been fulfilled ;
had rejected them entirely.—If petitions on, seems to be the purpose of Providence that
Because the spirit, if not the letter, of the the recommendation of the Committee.
tained while in thrs section, as an honorable
The balloting resulted as follows
the subject of slavery, ungrateful to the earss human character should sometimes be tested, Constitution has been violated :
and high minded man, precluded the suspicBecause
the
Laws
have
been
disregarded
;
Whole number
of the members from one portion of the com so far as men are allowed to judge, by some
86
-o | ion that he would be guilty of the act nttributBecause the “ power and patronage of of
one or a few acts, where the disadvantages of
Hon. Joseph Dane received *
munity, are rejected, how long will it be be• adhering to principle are distant and obscure fice have been brought into conflict with the
[if the.balloting had been deferred a short I ed to.him. The testimony in refutation ofthe
fore petitions on other subjects, equally excit and where the motives to the opposite course freedom of elections
The occurtime th^mmber would have exceeded 100 charge is clear and conclusive.
Because
not
called forv.,bylllv
the
ing and important, and equally unpleasant to are urgent and the advantages immediate and
„ . new offices,-----------as many Voliirs-came
h«ri rence’ instead of lessening Mr. T. in the pub
came in after the result had
mt«••nftfaft
j
another portion of the community, will be certain, rather than by the every day transac- wanTs °{‘be public, have been created, and been declared.]
cause,
tions of life, where there is little temptation to salaries have been unnecessarily increased ;” > The announcement of the result, from the licestimation and injuring the whig
ig cause,
disposed of in a similar manner ? If the peo
will probably serve to open the eyes of the
do wrong. This, sir, I apprehend is your
Because the official reports of the expen
ple permit the precedent to be established, case. This one vole was a test of your char- d,tU,es ofthe Government, show that they Chair, was received with a hearty burst of people to the unprincipled and desperate
applause. After this had subsided,
without a manifestation of disapproval, to acter. In the Providence of God, you wa« are annua,,v increasing—until from a little
Mr. Dane, who was presentfarose and ac measures to which the Van Buren men re
exceeding
13
millions-(the
highest
sum
re

put
on
trial,
when
called
on
to
give
your
vote
10
'
■
■
■
what will it lead ? Where will be the. end ?
cepted the nomination.
His" remarks were sort for party purposes.
upon the above resolution. In the peacea quired for its support during the administra
—The subject deserves the candid consider
brief, but pertinent and excellent.
ble town of Saco, it is quite possible you have tion of Mr. Adams)—they now exceed the
The Resolutions were advocated in an ef
ation of every man. Every voter should pon scarcely ever been tempted to swerve from enormous sum of 35 millions of dollars per
“ Huge Paws.”—These words are fre
fective and animated manner by Maj. Hor
der this matter well-reflect upon the charac the path of right, but in the Hall of Congress, annum ;
*
quently quoted by the Van Buren papers,
Because, by a series of uncalled for and in ace Porter, Dr. Burleigh Smart, and,'j 1 heir readers are given to understand that
ter and tendency ofthe resolution offered by meeting with men whose principles of action
William M. Bryant, Esq.
they were applied, by the whigs, to the labor
were
as
indeterminate
as
your
own,
and
act

defensible
experiments on the Currency, a
Mr. Button. Are the people prepared to heap
Mr. Porter, at the conclusion of his re
ing on a question where there was, in the revulsion in the business affair^of the coun marks, offered the following Resolution
ing men, m derision—contempt. Nothing
honors upon those who have voted that the view of a superficial thinker, but little to al try has been produced, causing bankrupt
could be more ungenerous or unfair. They
Resolved
unanimously,
That
we
will
give
petitions of Freemen shall not be read, de lure to the side of truth and right, and where cy to thousands of individuals and essentially
were introduced into a facetious article, by a
our cordial support to JOSEPH DANE for whig editor in Massachusetts, without any
bated, or referred ?
Are they prepared to on the other hand, there was the influence of diminishing our prosperity as a People ;
Representative
in
the
State
Legislature.
JVe
numbers, the threatening of slave-holders, the
Because the Sub-Treasury scheme of the
reference whatever to politics, and without
surrender one of their most sacred and impor- i
ties of party, and the hope of preferment the administration is virtually the recommending know the man, as a neighbor, as a citizen and the smallest design of conveying the meaning
tant rights—the right of petition ?
If not, temptation
1
was too strong for your integrity of an union of the Purse and the Sword, con as a legislator ;—we know that he is “ hon which has been given to them by the admin
can they consistently vote for John Fairfield ’and you manifested at once the impotency of templates “the subversion ofthe entire prac est, capable and faithful to the Constitution ” istration presses.
But suppose they were
He is deserving our confidence and shall employed as our opponents pretend they
for Governor ? Read, reflect and answer.
jpFes*” V‘rtUe’ and lhe flexabiHty °l’your priiici- tice ofthe Government,” and is, in whatever
receive
our
cheerful
and
hearty
support.
aspect it is viewed, dangerous to our liberties,
were—are the whigs, as a party, accountable
It was voted, unanimously, that the Reso for all the sentiments or declarations of every
THE RIGHT OF PETITION.
Think not to escape by the apology that and injurious to our prosperity •
lutions
be
accepted
and
published
in
the
Ga

Because
the
Nation
has
beei
involved
in
most of the petitioners were abolitionists.—
member ofthe party ?
They were not so
that they were every where denounced as fa debt by the issue of twenty millions in Treas zette & Palladium.
employed, however. It is doubtless the fact
TO THE HON. JOHN FAIRFIELD.
The
following
gentlemen
were
appointed
a
ury
notes
;
. that more American laboring men can be
Sir
In proposing you as a candidate for natics,—that there was great excitement,—
that slave-holders threatened assassination
because, „1,hough the Representatives Committee of Vigilance :
found in the whig than in the Van Buren
the office of Governor, your friends have plac
Horace
Porter
;
Henry
Kingsbury
;
Wil

and disunion, and that the resolution was ne of the People have often condemned, by thei
ranks, and it is ridiculous to suppose that any
ed you in circumstances adapted to flatter the
liam
Lord
;
William
B.
Sewall
;
Ivory
Lord
votes in Congress, and the People them
whig editor (and more especially one who is
vanity of any one even less ambitious than cessary to peace ; fur while I admit these selves,
and
James
K.
Remich.
through the ballot boxes, have given
facts, 1 offer them as proof that you are not
a practical mechanic, as is the‘writer ofthe
yourself. They have also placed you in cir
The following gentlemen were re-elected artic e containing the words under considera
fit to be entrusted with the interests of the demonstrations of their disapproval of ’some
cumstances most trying to your responsibili people, when party feeling and personal ad
ol ‘he most prominent measures ofthe party a Committee to make the necessary arrange tion,) would speak disparagingly of a class of
ties. The office of Governor, in a free and
stil the voice of the People is disregarded ments for getting the whig strength at the ableC,t’ZenS’ so nuinerous« useful and respectindependent State, is a post of much honor vantage are opposed to principle and the last
polls on the day of Election, &c. &c.
ing gOod of the country. He surely can claim and the odious measures are persisted in.
and distinguished dignity ; and no man may
buthttleforthe strength of his principles or
How do the pensioned upstarts of the Van
Resolved, That the honor and interests of w^V‘n’JtOrd^r T; Daniel Nason, jr.; George
expect to attain it without a severe scrutiny
Thomas Lord ; Clement Littlefield : RpIT t|Par7 ueSt-mate the workin? men?
the
firmness
of
his
character,
who
is
fearless
the
State
of
Maine
require
that
the
North
of his political opinions and a close inspection
Eastern Boundary question be speedily ad Benj. Smith ;Jona. Stone; Heber Gowen’ Kead the following sentence from a late
of his past public life
nor may any man only when there is no danger ; and who yields
at the very time, when above all other occa justed. We deprecate war, but we cannot re- fehapleigh Webber; Wtn. Hubbard : Theo number ofthe Globe, the Government paper
expect to obtain an office, in the enlightened
hnqmsh ng-Af ;-and with a claim so plain dore Thompson ; Caleb Thompson ; Ivory taken from an article in relation to our Na
State of Maine, who has been governed by sions, an unshaken purpose and integrity of
principle have their chief value. You seem and undisputed as is ours, it is not unreason Lord ; L. K. Dorrance ; Alex. Furnald ; Geo. vy, in which the officers m that service fa
the low views of mere party interest in pref
sir, to have been incapable of appreciating able to ask an early, equitable and honorable Lord ; Bradford Oaks ; Daniel Mitchell ; Na large number of whom are whigs/ are hand
erence to the high claims of his country’s
than E. Wells, jr. ; Charles Wentworth ; led with great severity
what is great and ennobling in human action settlement of the controversy.
good ; or who through fear or flattery or oth
Resolved, That the proposal of the now DanielI Shackley, jr. ; James Ross ; John
rmP°sslbleJ° ^ake heroes of men who
er unworthy motives, has in his public capac —incapable of breaking away from the narVan Buren party, in 1832, to dispose of our Day ; Robert S. Gillpatrick ; Elisha L. MitchKEBSe!”mm'm,‘ °-fC0BBLERSind Tl^.
ity violated any great principle of Republican row circle of party discipline and of contemp
lating the rights of human kind, the worth of territory to the British, for “ an ample indem ell; Benj. Tripp; Benj. Tilcomb; Joseph
Liberty. I do nof object that you have been
nity, when it is considered that that territo Hatch, jr. ; Samuel Mitchell; Thomas
a nBut we, „wil‘ ,'i,e a sentence from the
proposed for this office. It is the right ofthe universal liberty, the high and enduring hon
or of your whole country. You seem to have ry is inhabited by individuals claiming to be Low, jr.
Democrat which will show the estimation
people to elect whom they please
it is the
The meeting was then adjourned to Thurs
forgotten, that while the local interests of American citizens, is repugnant to every no
right of any citizen to obtain the office who
m which the Van Buren leaders in York
day
evening,
30th
inst.,
when
it
is
hoped
that
tion of right and cannot be too highly censur
County hold the poor and the unfortunate
can.
Nor is it less the right of the electors mere party are changing, the claims ofjustice ed.
J
Washington Hall will be crowded even
and humanity are unchangable, and that truth
laboring men. Such, according to the Dem
to examine thoroughly into the qualifications
more than on Monday evening last.
Resolved,
That
we
cordially
respond
to
the
and
principle
are
comprehensive
and
immor

of any one who may solicit their votes. Pub tal.
ocrat, are of little worth and should stand
nomination of our worthy Chief Magistrate,
lic offices are the right of the people to be
Zip’°fmake inay for the “ independent
In a future communication, if I have oppor Edward Kent, for re-election.
His decided
The
Portland
Standard
says
Judge
Whit

and Professional” men, such as their conven
stow, but of none to claim.
tunity, 1 shall speak of other of your public and energetic efforts to accelerate the adjust
Here is an extract
When the Federal Constitution was adopt- acts, especially of the manner in which you ment ofthe Boundary question, a subject too man is an old-fashioned Federalist, and that tions are composed of.
ted, it contained no reference whatever to the disposed of certain petitions of your own con long neglected, deserve and receive our hear his nomination, by so strong a unanimity, from the Van Buren organ in York Counright of the people to petition their rulers. It stituents, some two years since/ In the mean ty approval ; and all his official acts afford proves that his supporters are “ still federal
was probably thought unnecessary to refer to time, 1 am, sir, with due respect,
“ True, Deputy Sheriffs may have an in
satisfactory evidence that he is anxious to de- ists, whatever name they may choose, for the
that subject at all, since this with other rights,
fluence with the poor—those against whom
velope the resources, promote the Welfare moment, to assume.”
A FREEMAN.
they have precepts ; but the delegates of that
not mentioned in the Constitution and over
and advance the respectability of the State
If this is good reasoning, we have a case convention [the Van Buren Convention held
which no grant of power was made to Con
C^Thc letter from Dr. Trafton, of South
JtaoW, That the V. B. candidate for
gress, were sufficiently secure when left to Berwick, which we published last week, dis Governor,-John Fairfield,-by his vascilla- in point :—
at Alfred on the 4th of July, 1836,] were not
the entire control of the States and the Peo
John
G.
Perkins,
no
one
will
deny,
is
an
indfpVnApnVERvwas comP°sed °f
tmg
course
in
the
Duel
affair
—
by
his
vote
ple respectively. Still so dear was this ri^ht concerts the Van Buren men exceedingly. on Patton s resolution—by his votes, in 1836
INDEPENDEN T Yeomanry and PROFES
held, so important was it considered as an°at- A correspondent ofthe last Portland Standard against the distribution ofthe Surplus Reven old fashioned federalist, and he was nomina SIGNAL MEN ofthe County
ted
for
State
Senator
by
the
4th
of
July
Van
tribute of a free people; and as the American says “he was always a federalist.” It is ue, and, in 1837, in favor of withholding
While quoting Van Buren authorities, it
people bad had recent experience ofthe gross
the fourth' instalment of the Surplus Rev Buren Convention, at Alfred, with entire u- may be well to add the declarations of a Gov
and provoking disregard of this right, by6 the hardly worth while to waste words with an enue from the People, and finally, by his nanimity, so far as we can learn. Well,
ernment office holder, viz. the Post-master
mother country, it is by no means strange individual who is so reckless as to make such unyielding support ofthe Sub-Treasury bill
of Kennebunk, which is in point. We think
then,
according
to
the
Standard,
the
Van
Bu

that the people should have been dissatisfied a declaration. Dr. T. is extensively known ma!! its forms, to the last, has, in our opin
it would be difficult for our opponents to find
with any frame of government that was si in this county, and the people are able to ion, forfeited all claims to the support of the ren party in this county are “ federalists, among their collections of abusive terms ap
lent in relation to this great prerogative of a j'idge for themselves as to the truth or falsity people of Maine for any office, and more es whatever name they may choose, for the mo plied by the whigs to their party, one which
freeman. Hence it was very soon recom
pecially for the highest in their gift.
ment, to assume.”
quite equals the following, applied by a lead
mended, that among other articles of amend of such assertions.
Resolved, That we heartily second the
If the reasoning in the one case is correct, er to his own political friends :
ment to the Constitution, there should be one
The Banks, generally, throughout New nominations by the Whig County Conven can it possibly be wrong in the other ?
“ About 60 voters deceived us—the truth of
recognizing this right, and which should secure
We have full confidence
the matter is, WE HAVE SO MANY D___ D
mgland, as well as in several other States in tionof 11th July.
it forever against all abuse and infringement
m the capacity and integrity of Nathan D.
by those who might be entrusted with the I 13th inst>n> resumed sPecie Payments on the Appleton, selected as a candidate for Con _ Com. Porter, Charge de Affaires of the drunkards on our side THAT
United Slates at the Turkish Court, arrived THEY DON’T KNOW HOW THEY
gress ; of Messrs. McArthur, Carl! and Keay, i
vote
at Boston recently from Constantinople.
| orTnot/- whether

COMI»

_

Tor

i)tlr labours
Js ,; we -can
ha /ips
— ■n
rie it in detail. A
arupot very dii
ihn£ collectively
now ment
N. Jlifford, C. N
M’ Entire and Joh
ed jtehtleman wa
ingi^vhen the res»
goto] with his par
surife that, had h<
haU united with
sei' Is the honest,
cla ar.
1 fthe productu
“g< : money at an
are io; for'’they a
andifaave al! acqu
sanii! way, namel
JIOCll, ets of the pc
hav I heard an i
namid gentleman
fronu: the time of
a la aaryer, he wai
rotind sum to be i
side It supporting a
proof of his detiiot
ple.
A ?(1 now we asi
menudo show that
ian < ilder ? Do th
tlieitii■lofty, hearing,
snio oth faces indie
boui ¡ng class ? 0
the panic
they¡Ire
1
ing ( ass more th
i
ask t faether these
nor helher they i
nieefp4forl< man ca
a vill Im.” Nor wf
not li live been very
the tntie of an elect
pene J( to be particnl
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and improvement of such lands is good poli
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ulation of Mills, have had the subject under
between Boston and Nahant every Tuesday,
THOS. SAWYER, Jr. Chairman.
ORDERED—That the said administratrix health, who is only costive or slightly bilious Thursday, and Saturday afternoon.
consideration, and respectfully
give notice to all persons interested, by caus they will be scarcely fell; on the contrary , if
Ships towed in or out of harbor, and water
REPORT,
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ing a copy of this order to be published three the complaint be chronic, and the constitution
That the first statute in Massachusetts al In the year of our Lord one thousand eight weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga be much deranged, they generally, at first, aie parties attended to every afternoon, if requested. Apply to GEORGE DENNETT,
tering the common law as to flowing, was
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, powerful, until the system be freed from some Agent, Portsmouth—WM. S. TULLOCK,
hundred and thirty-eight.
passed in 1713, wherein the preamble recites An ACT in addition to an Act entitled an that they may appear at a Probate Court to of its most vitiated and turgid humors. Tins
44 That it hath been found by experience that Act for the support and regulation of Mills. be held at Alfred, in said county, on the first accomplished, doses sufficient to cause two or Agent, Boston.
May 18.
when some persons in this Province have
Be it enacted by the Senate and Houseof Monday of September next, at ten of the three copious evacuations daily, will soon re
been at great cost and expenses for building jRepresentatwes in Legislature assembled, clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any move the disease, and the constitution will be
of mills serviceable for the public good and That all the sections, from section 1st to sec they have, why the same should not be al restored to a state of health and renewed
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.
borhood in or near to which they have been February 8th, 1821, entitled an Act for the
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erected, that in raising a suitable head oi wa support and regulation of Mills, and an Act
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ter for that service, it bath sometimes so hap additional thereto, approved February 14th,
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pened that some small quantity of lands or 1824, be repealed ; to take effect from and af
pepsia, Headache, Pains, and a sense of full the poor of said town for one year, hereby
August 11.
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eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the Hon. vous diseases, Liver complaints, Pleurisy , in the town, as he will pay no bill for their
House of Representatives, (
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
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WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Feb. 10, 1838.
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Read and concurred.
GERING COMPLAINTS, are often imposed
of acres of good land not their own.
ORDERED—That the said administratrix Scrofula, Erysipelas or St. Anthony s r ire,
N. S. LITTLEFIELD, President.
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give notice to all persons interested, by caus Salt Rheum, White Swellings, Ulcers, some of on by pretended cure-alls, and have reason for
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Secretary of the Senate.
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Whoever has found said restored to health and happiness by their may be found in a pamphlet, a copy of which at1
and shew cause why their property ought evacuations daily, until the circulating fluid Pocket Book and will return it, with its con
companies each box.
not to lie taken, or to be heard on settling becomes purified. This accomplished, they tents, to the office of the Kennebunk Gazette, use.
A box of 2 ounces is sold at the very lor
act
on
the
system
in
connection
with
our
the just compensation.
However it may
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY price of 50 cents, and to prevent imposition the
shall be handsomely rewarded for their hon•
food,
receiving
mutual
assistance
until
the
have been formerly, any further increase of
names of all persons, who are made agents for
JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
esty and trouble.
selling them, will be found annexed to my ad
mills at this day stands about in the same re constitution is restored to a state of health.
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
OLIVER K. WILBUR.
lation as to public use, with wharves, mores This medicin® is of such a nature that it may
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck, vertisement in thé State paper for the time us
August 8,1838.
ing.
TESTIMONIALS.
be taken any length of time, by invalids of
-—SubAgent, Selucus Adams;
and hotels.
Though I prefer that the success of rny Pills
We are of opinion that the statutes author any age, without injuring the system or ex
Lyman,
William
Huntress;
Alfred Academy.
should rest on their own intrinsic merits, I an
izing one man, without a preliminary in posing it to take cold. They preclude the
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne;
HE Fall Term of this Institution will
nex the following as specimens of the many cer
quiry, to flow the land of another, is oppres■ necessity in most cases, of using pills, which
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ;
commence on Thursday the 13th day
tificates 1 have on hand.
the public are advised to take in large quansive, it not unconstitutional.
of September next. Mr. Geosse P. Jefferds,Emery’s Mills, Aaron Webber;
Cumberland, Aug. 2d, 1837.
Allowing the mill owner as he pleases to' titles by some practitioners, which serve on a member of the Senior class in Bowdoin
Acton Corner, Stephen Merrill ;
This may certify that in the spring of 1829,1
tak® into possession the land of another . for‘ ly to debilitate the patient and doom him to
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
College, has been engaged by the Trustees t®
was seized with a fever, which afterwards;
In
his mill pond, throws the injured party mt©* be pill-swallower to the end of his days.
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
brought on the Dropsy. After trying several
take charge of th® Academy as Preceptor.
th® false position of appearing to be a party' all those prevalent diseases called Dyspep
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
physicians to no advantage 1 went to Portland,
N.D. APPLETON, Sec’y.
disturbing the rights of others. . This is one sia, Liver complaint, Dizziness ©r Headach,!
and placed myself under the care of Dr. Brown;
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
Alfred, August 7,1838.
cause of the general failure of justice under wandering or settled pains, sinking, faintness,
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H. when, after repeated trials to no effect, I wM
Nervous
debility,
Costiveness,
Piles,
and
all
pronounced totally incurable. Despairing o[
the statute on which have been many pros
Spear ;
ecutions, although many suffer who never general derangements of health causing an
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free- life, which had now become a burden to me, I
returned to my parents in Cumberland, in 183U
prosecute. To purchase all the lands proper unhealthy state of the stomach and bowels
Cooking Stove, marked “ C. W.”’ was man ;
and gave myself up to a lingering death. Hear
to be flowed would be generally far less ex (“ which have been justly styled the store
schooner
York,
Alexander
Dennett
;
brought from Boston, in the schi
ing of the great success of Mr. J. G. Fernald’i
pensive than the present state system of per house of diseases,”) these bitters have proved Ploughboy'of this port, on the 22d of May,
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
Pills, however, in cases similar to my own, 1 war
Dr. II. will
mitting the lands to be flowed first, leaving to a certain and speedy remedy.
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
1837, and remains in the possession of the
persuaded to try them as a last resort. To roj
the owners only remedy by petition.
Alter be glad to refijr any invalids who may call
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
great surprise as well as satisfaction, 1 sooi
subscriber, unclaimed. The owner is request
a tedious controversy to settle the damages, it upon him (he having bad permission to do
found myself recovering ; and upon taking to
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
ed to prove property, pay charges and take
commonly happens that both parties are dis go,) to persons pronounced incurable by their
Ndwfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer, Pills the Dropsy left me, and I became perfecllj
to
satisfied. This has a tendency to bring dis physicians, who have visited him from vari it away. Apply EBENE&ER
well in the course of six months. I make Ito
P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
WEBBER.
respect upon our system of administering ous parts of the United States, among whom
Parsonsfield Asa Dolton; North do., Milo statement, and wish it published for the benefit
Kennebunk, August 11,1838.
of those who ar® suffering under similar cases;
it
may
not
be
improper
to
stat®
are
many
justice.
J. Goss ;
that they may know what has cured one wto
Time has wrought such changes that now distinguished persons from the British Prov
Cornish, John McLellan ;
has suffered every thing but death, and who
to promote Agriculture is more a benefit than inces, who have been cured by using his cel
Limington, James McArthur;
considers his life saved by the above medicine
to encourage the increase of mills. As in so ebrated medicine. This medicine may be
Waterborough, James Leavett.
E. S THOMES.
many States, embracing much more than half had in packages at 50 cents, or put up in a li
Agents for York, Cumberland and Lincoln
JAMES HILL, Esq. of North Yarmouth, to!
the Union, no statutes as to flowing have quid form at 75 cents. Be careful of whom
Counties will be supplied hereafter from Mr. authorised me to state, that after having buried
been adopted it would seem safe to return to you purchase, as a great number of base un
S. H. Colesworthy, Portland.
four daughters, all of whom died of a constitu
the common law here, relying on time to principled pedlars are going about the coun
JOHN O. LANGLEY,
tional Consumption, the fifth and only remaininj’
point out the proper remedies for any evils try deceiving persons by selling them rank
Only authorized travelling Agent for the
one, was given up to die, with the same„conij
that may arise. Such has been the oppres counterfeit Richardson’s Bitters, mostly put
State of Maine.
plaint by several “ Regular Physicians." k
sive practice under the flowing provisions up in phials. The genuine are sold whole
this situation she commenced taking my
Kennebunk, Feb. 10, 1838.
tf.
and such difficulties have been experienced sale and retail at my office, No. 15, Hanover
merican Renovating Pills,” and by perseveri»i|
€.
W.
KIMBAIX
in the attempts to obtain justice under them, Street, Boston.
according to my directions, she was in & M
Also by
Begular
Packet
that in the cases that now exist it is lair to
Bryant & Warren, and Samuel Jordan,
weeks restored to health, and has been abto 15
OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken
BETWEEN
presume that the injured land owners would Kennebunk ; Seth Hatch, John H. Spear,
discharge her domestic duties now for six ot
nebunk and vicinity, that he has ta
submit to any reasonable terms that the mill and Barak Maxwell, Wells; Samuel A. Doug
(
KENNEBUNK & BOSTON. seven years.
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining
The following was drawn up by the Rev. J«“'
lass, York ; John A. Berry, Saco ; Jeremiah Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly
owners may offer.
a
FpHE new and substantial, fest
Generally, the mill owners being active Lord, North Berwick ; Benj. F. Chadbourne, occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it
-asailing schooner, Jane ua Taylor, one of the venerable fathers of W
and wealthy, or commanding resources by Alfred ; Thomas S. Bowles, Buxton ; Jona up in good order for the above named busi
J A) Wk Bourne, Joshua Perkins master, Methodist Episcopal Church, and forwarded 11
me, after being signed by his wife, and the Wll!
their enterprise and credit, have disregarded than Rumery, Hollis ; Chase Taylor, Water ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG
will run as a regular packet be of Greely Sturdivant, Esq.
and triumphed over the more humble culti borough ; Mark Noble, Great Falls (Somers GONS, of any style, built to order and war
tween
We, the undersigned, having derived gre^
vator of the soil. In some instances, poor worth) N. H.
ranted.
—also—
KENNEBUNK & BOSTON
benefit from Mr. J. G Fernald’s Pills, de cheer
men owning poor mills have done great mis
Feb. 24,1838.
ep6m.
Chaise Bepairing & Painting, throughout the season,
fully recommend them as a safe and useful med',
chief. In other cases failures occur, and the
icine. Our complaints were of a Bilious charac
done
at
short
notice
and
on
the
most
reasona

EVERY
WEEK,
mills are assigned, so that all damages in arter, and we were reduced to a state of great a1'
ble
terms.
—
also
—
rear are lost. All damages are lost whether
ROM 3 to 500 Cords Oak, Maple and
wind and weather permitting.
bilily, and we experienced many uneasy
SLEIGHS,
from
the
Trig
Buggy
down
to
either party dies before the final judgment, as
For freight or passage, having good accom painful sensations ; but by taking those Pili81 '
Pitch Pine WOOD, landed at Kenne
the
old
fashioned
Family
Sleigh,,
constantly
modations, apply to the Captain on board, or cording tô Mr. Fernald’s directions, we were.A
the statutes make no provision that the pro bunk village, or at the Port, for which a fair
on band, and will be sold as cheap as can be
lieved and restored to a state of perfect healffl
cess shall survive.
Sometimes the occu price will be paid.
Oliver Bourne at Kennebunk-port.
PORTER HALL.
purchased
in
this
State.
Various
kinds
of
We still keep and use them, as a family m«“
pants are poor and the remedy is lost when
Kennebunk, July 13, 1838.
June 23,1838.
LUMBER
taken
in
part
payment.
cin®. and would not be without them on anyJ»'
the owners cannot be ascertained, or do not
count.
DEBORAH Y. STURDIVANT
JEREMIAH BRADBURY,
March 28, 1838.
FU¥E SAI.T.
live within the jurisdiction of the Court. In
HANNAH TAYLOR.
COUNSELLOR AND ATTORNEV AT LAW,
solvent owners' may occupy, having mort jp”
BAGS Blown Salt for sale by the
REMOVAL..
Cumberland, Nov. 6th, 1837.
subscribers.
KENNEBUNK.
gaged their mills for all they are worth. The
Agents. Dr. A. E. Small, Portland, Genifj
T>
JOHNSON has removed his stock of
WILLIAM LORD, & CO.
present right to flow holds in great danger of
July
17,1838.
Agent;—County of York—-Daniel R«>JiC,!
JLJe Drugs, and Medicines, &c. to the
destruction large tracts of valuable live tim
August 2,1838.
Kennebunk ; William J. Condon, Saco ;
building opposite the York County House, in
ber. Such soils contain so much fibrous and
Cider
Vinegar,
xer Sawyer, Hollis
County of Hancock—A“
Alfred, where he will continue to keep con
Violin Strings,
woody matter, that in dry seasons heavy
tin & Jordan, Ellsworth.
,n
T^OR sale by
stantly on hand, and for sale on good terms, a
fires may burn and ruin the soil as well as
OR sale by
JOSEPH
G.FERNALD
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
good assortment of articles in his line.
D. REMICH.
the dead timber.
Portland, May 1st, 1838.
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Spring freshets deposits much fertility on

FKennebunk, July 28,1838.

Alfred, July 30,1838.

August 11,1838.

